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Abstract
In this paper we make a systematic study of the semileptonic decays B/Bs →
(η, η′, G)(l+l−, lν¯, νν¯) by employing the perturbative QCD (pQCD) factorization approach. The
next-to-leading-order (NLO) contributions to the relevant form factors are included, and the or-
dinary η-η′ mixing scheme and the η-η′-G mixing scheme are considered separately, where G
denotes a pseudoscalar glueball. The numerical results and the phenomenological analysis indi-
cate that (a) the NLO contributions to the relevant form factors provide 25% enhancement to
the leading-order pQCD predictions for the branching ratios Br(B− → η(′)l−ν¯l), leading to a
good agreement between the predictions and the data; (b) for all considered decays, the pQCD
results are basically consistent with those from other different theoretical models; (c) the pQCD
predictions in the two considered mixing schemes agree well with each other within theoret-
ical errors. The outcomes presented here can be tested by LHCb and forthcoming Super-B
experiments.
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The pseudoscalar mesons η and η′ are rather different from other light pseudoscalar
mesons π or K, not only for the large mass of the η′ meson, but also for their mixing
and possible gluonic components. These features caught more attention recently because
of the so-called B → Kη(′) puzzle. The two-body charmless hadronic B meson decays
involving the η(′) final states and several different η-η′ mixing schemes have been inves-
tigated intensively in the standard model (SM) (see for instance [1–6]) and in the new
physics models beyond the SM (see for instance [7, 8]). The semileptonic B/Bs meson de-
cays, studied in Refs. [9–17], also play an important role in improving our understanding
about the nature of the η and η′ mesons.
Many precision measurements of the branching ratios and CP asymmetries for relevant
B meson decays, such as B → Kη(′) and Bs → J/Ψη(′), have become available [18], and
been interpreted successfully within the SM in Refs. [6, 19] by employing the perturba-
tive QCD (pQCD) factorization approach [20]. As for the Bd,s → (η, η′, G)(l+l−, lν¯, νν¯)
semileptonic decays, which will be studied in this paper, only two of them, B+ → η(′)l+νl,
were observed so far [18, 21]. For the others, experimental data are not yet available, and
we have to wait for measurements at LHCb or at the forthcoming super-B factory.
On the theory side, the previous predictions given in Refs. [9, 10], where the form
factors from QCD sum rules or lattice QCD were adopted as inputs, basically agree
with the measured values. The B meson semileptonic decays, on the other hand, are
frequently used to extract the corresponding B → (P, V ) transition form factors, with P
and V denoting the light pseudoscalar and vector mesons, respectively, such as π,K, ρ, · · ·
when relevant data are available.
Analogous to Ref. [22], we will make a systematic pQCD study of the semileptonic
decays B/Bs → (η, η′, G)(l+l−, lν¯, νν¯) here, where G stands for a physical pseudoscalar
glueball, and compare our pQCD predictions with existing calculations and numerical
results. Based on the assumption of the SU(3) flavor symmetry, we will extend the NLO
pQCD calculation for the B → π form factors in Ref. [23] to the B(s) → ηq,s cases, ηq,s
being the flavor eigenstates of the light and strange quarks, respectively. The B(s) → ηg
transitions form factors will be also calculated in the pQCD factorization approach, where
ηg represents the unmixed pseudoscalar glueball. The relevant Feynman diagrams for the
B(s) → ηq,s and B(s) → G transitions are displayed in Fig.1.
FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams: (a) and (b) for the B(s) → ηq,s transitions, and (c)-(e) for the
B(s) → G transitions. The symbol ⊗ refers to the weak vertex where the final-state lepton pairs
are emitted, P and G stand for the ηq,s mesons and the glueball, respectively.
We will consider two different meson mixing schemes in our calculation, and com-
pare the corresponding numerical results. The first mixing scheme is the conventional
Feldmann-Kroll-Stech (FKS) η-η′ mixing scheme [24], in which the physical states η and
2
η′ are written as (
η
η′
)
=
(
cosφ − sin φ
sinφ cosφ
)(
ηq
ηs
)
, (1)
with the flavor states ηq = (uu¯ + dd¯)/
√
2 and ηs = ss¯, and the mixing angle φ [24]. The
three input parameters fq, fs and φ in the FKS mixing scheme have been extracted from
data of relevant exclusive processes [24]: fq = (1.07 ± 0.02)fpi, fs = (1.34 ± 0.06)fpi, and
φ = 39.3◦ ± 1.0◦ with fpi = 0.13 GeV.
In the second mixing scheme, i.e., the η-η′-G mixing scheme defined in Ref. [25], the
physical states η, η′ and G are related to ηq, ηs, and ηg through the rotation
 |η〉|η′〉
|G〉

 = U(θ, φ, φG)

 |ηq〉|ηs〉
|ηg〉

 , (2)
where the mixing matrix U(θ, φ, φG) has been given in Eq.(4) of Ref. [25] with φ = θ+54.7
◦
and φG ∼ 30◦.
In the numerical analysis, we assume the same functional form for the B and Bs
meson distribution amplitudes we did in Ref. [22]. For the ηq and ηs meson, we adopt
the distribution amplitudes given in Refs. [26, 27]. The relevant Gegenbauer moments
take the values a
ηq(s)
2 = 0.115, a
ηq(s)
4 = −0.015, ηηq(s)3 = 0.013, and ωηq(s)3 = −3 [26]. The
leading-twist distribution amplitude of the unmixed glueball ηg is defined by [28, 29]
〈ηg(p2)|Aa[µ(z)Abν](0)|0〉 =
fηgCF δ
ab
96
ǫµνρσ
nρpσ2
n · p2
∫ 1
0
dxeixp2·z
φG(x)
x(1− x) , (3)
with the decay constant fηg = fs (
√
2fq) for the Bs → ηg (B → ηg) transition. The
function φG(x) is expressed as [30]
φG(x) = B
q(s)
2 5x
2(1− x)2(2x− 1) , (4)
where the coefficients Bq2 and B
s
2 for the B → ηq and Bs → ηs transitions, respectively,
take the value Bq2 = B
s
2 ≡ B2 = 4.6± 2.5 [28, 29].
In the B meson (for simplicity, B denotes both the B and Bs mesons here) rest frame,
the momentum p1 of the B meson and p2 of the final-state light pseudoscalar meson
are written as p1 =
mB√
2
(1, 1, 0T) and p2 =
mB√
2
ρ(0, 1, 0T) with the energy fraction ρ =
1 − q2/m2B, where the lepton pair momentum is defined by q = p1 − p2. The light
spectator momenta k1 in the B meson and k2 in the final-state meson are parameterized
as k1 = (x1, 0, k1T)
mB√
2
and k2 = (0, x2ρ, k2T)
mB√
2
, respectively.
For the B → P transition, the relevant form factors F0,+(q2) and FT (q2) have been
defined for example in Ref. [31] with the relation F0(0) = F+(0). For convenience, one
usually considers the auxiliary form factors f1(q
2) and f2(q
2) defined via
〈P (p2)|b¯(0)γµq(0)|B(p1)〉 = f1(q2)p1µ + f2(q2)p2µ, (5)
in terms of which F+(q
2) and F0(q
2) are written as
F+(q
2) =
1
2
[
f1(q
2) + f2(q
2)
]
,
F0(q
2) =
1
2
f1(q
2)
[
1 +
q2
m2B −m2P
]
+
1
2
f2(q
2)
[
1− q
2
m2B −m2P
]
. (6)
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The authors in Ref. [23] derived the kT-dependent NLO hard kernel H for the B → π
transition form factors. Here we quote their results directly, and extend the expressions
to the B(s) → ηq(s) transitions under the assumption of SU(3) flavor symmetry. The hard
kernel H is given, at NLO, by [23]
H = H(0)(αs) +H
(1)(α2s) = [1 + F (x1, x2, µ, µf , η, ζ1)]H
(0)(αs), (7)
where the expression of the NLO factor F (x1, x2, µ, µf , η, ζ1) can be found in Eq.(3) of
Ref. [22].
Employing the pQCD factorization approach with the inclusion of the Sudakov factors
and the threshold resummation effects [22], we obtain the form factors f1,2(q
2) and FT (q
2)
for the considered decays. For the Bs → ηs and B → ηq transitions, for instance, the
form factor fBs→ηs1 (q
2) is of the form
fBs→ηs1 (q
2) =
√
2f
B→ηq
1 (q
2) = 16πCFm
2
B
∫
dx1dx2
∫
b1db1b2db2φB(x1, b1)
×
{
[r0
(
φp(x2)− φt(x2)
) · h1(x1, x2, b1, b2)− r0x1ρm2Bφσ(x2)
×h2(x1, x2, b1, b2)] · αs(t1) exp [−SBη(t1)]
+ [x1 (ρφ
a(x2)− 2r0φp(x2)) + 4r0x1φp(x2)]
×h1(x2, x1, b2, b1) · αs(t2) exp [−SBη(t2)]
}
, (8)
with CF = 4/3, r0 = m
ηs
0 /mBs , ρ = 1 − q2/m2Bs (r0 = m
ηq
0 /mB, ρ = 1 − q2/m2B) for the
Bs → ηs (B → ηq) transition. We choose mηq = 0.18±0.08GeV and mηs = 0.69GeV as in
Ref. [11]. The hard functions h1,2, the scales t1,2 and the Sudakov factors exp[−SBη(t)] are
the same as in Refs. [22, 32]. For the B/Bs → ηg transitions, we found similar expressions
of form factors.
One should note that the form factors in Eq. (8) represent the leading-order (LO)
pQCD predictions. To include the NLO corrections, the coupling constant αs in Eq. (8)
is changed into αs · F (x1, x2, ρ, µf , µ, ζ1), with the NLO factor F (x1, x2, ρ, µf , µ, ζ1) being
given in [22]. For the B(s) → ηg transitions, only the LO expressions are available now.
The formulas for the differential b → ul−ν¯l, b → sl+l−, and b → sνν¯ decay widths are
provided in Ref. [22].
The following input parameters (the masses and decay constants are all in units
of GeV) [18, 19, 24] are adopted in the numerical analysis: Λ
(f=4)
M¯S
= 0.287, fB =
0.21, fBs = 0.23, m
q
0 = 1.50, m
s
0 = 1.90, mB = 5.279, mB0s = 5.3663, τB± = 1.638 ps,
τB0 = 1.525 ps, τB0s = 1.472 ps, mτ = 1.777, mb = 4.8, mW = 80.4, mt = 172, mη = 0.548,
and mη′ = 0.958. For the relevant CKM matrix elements, we take |Vtb| = 0.999,
|Vts| = 0.0403 and |Vtd/Vts| = 0.211 [18].
As explained in Ref. [22], the pQCD predictions for the form factors F0,+,T (q
2) are
reliable only at small q2, such as the region 0 ≤ q2 ≤ m2τ . To get the form factors at larger
q2, one has to make an extrapolation from the lower q2 region. Therefore, we perform
the pQCD calculations for the B/Bs → (ηq, ηs, ηg) transition form factors in the range
0 ≤ q2 ≤ m2τ , and then apply the extrapolation using the pole model parametrization
Fi(q
2) =
Fi(0)
1− a(q2/m2B) + b(q2/m2B)2
, (9)
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where Fi denotes a function among F0,+,T , and a, b are the constants to be determined by
the fitting procedure.
TABLE I. pQCD predictions for the form factors F0,+,T (0) in the B → ηq and Bs → ηs, and
B/Bs → ηg transitions at LO and NLO.
Fi(0) Fi(0)(10
−2)
F
B→ηq
0 LO 0.17 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.01 FB→ηg0 0.14+0.02−0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.08
NLO 0.19+0.03−0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.01
F
B→ηq
+ LO 0.17 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.01 FB→ηg+ 0.14+0.02−0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.08
NLO 0.19+0.03−0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.01
F
B→ηq
T LO 0.15 ± 0.02 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 F
B→ηg
T 0.10 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.06
NLO 0.17 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.01
FBs→ηs0 LO 0.27
+0.04
−0.03 ± 0.04 ± 0.01 FBs→ηg0 0.11 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.06
NLO 0.31+0.05−0.04 ± 0.04 ± 0.01
FBs→ηs+ LO 0.27
+0.04
−0.03 ± 0.04 ± 0.01 FBs→ηg+ 0.11 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.06
NLO 0.31+0.05−0.04 ± 0.04 ± 0.01
FBs→ηsT LO 0.27 ± 0.04 ± 0.04 ± 0.01 F
Bs→ηg
T 0.08 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.04
NLO 0.31+0.05−0.04 ± 0.04 ± 0.01
In Table I we list the LO and NLO pQCD predictions for the form factors F0,+,T (0)
involved in the B → ηq and Bs → ηs transitions. The three errors of F0,+,T (0) come from
the uncertainties of ωB = 0.40 ± 0.04 GeV or ωBs = 0.50 ± 0.05 GeV, fB = 0.21 ± 0.02
GeV or fBs = 0.23± 0.03 GeV, and aηq ,ηs2 = 0.115± 0.115, respectively. The errors from
the variations of Vts or |Vtd/Vts|, and fq = (1.07 ± 0.02)fpi or fs = (1.34 ± 0.06)fpi are
very small, and have been neglected. One can see that the NLO contribution to the form
factors F0,+,T (0) in the B/Bs → (ηq, ηs) transitions can provide about 12% enhancement
to the LO ones. The NLO pQCD predictions for F
B(s)→ηq,s
0,+,T (0) agree well with the values
obtained from other methods.
The pQCD predictions (in units of 10−2) for the form factors F0,+,T (0) in the B/Bs →
ηg transitions are also shown in Table I. The sources of the first two errors are the same
as those for the B → ηq and Bs → ηs transitions, while the third one comes from the
uncertainty of B2 = 4.6 ± 2.5. It is easy to see that the form factors F0,+,T (0) in the
B/Bs → ηg transitions are of order 10−3, so the corresponding contributions to the decay
rates are negligible. Using the relevant formulas and the input parameters given above,
it is straightforward to calculate the branching ratios of the considered decays.
In the FKS mixing scheme, the LO and NLO pQCD predictions for the branching
ratios of the considered decays with l = (e, µ) are listed in Table II. We show only the
central values of the LO pQCD predictions in column two, and the central values and the
major theoretical errors simultaneously in column three. The first error arises from the
uncertainty of ωB = 0.40±0.04 or ωBs = 0.50±0.05, the second one from the uncertainty
of fB = 0.21 ± 0.02 or fBs = 0.23 ± 0.03, and the third one is induced by the variations
of a
ηq ,ηs
2 = 0.115± 0.115. One can see from Table II that:
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TABLE II. LO and NLO pQCD predictions for the branching ratios of the considered decays in
the FKS mixing scheme. The relevant data [18] and other theoretical predictions [9, 12–16] are
listed in last two columns.
Decay modes LO pQCDNLO Set-A Set-B Others Data [18]
Br(B− → ηl−ν¯l)(10−4) 0.33 0.41+0.12−0.09 ± 0.08+0.04−0.03 0.33+0.12−0.10 0.37+0.14−0.11 0.43 ± 0.08 [9] 0.39 ± 0.08
Br(B− → ητ−ν¯τ )(10−4) 0.19 0.24+0.07+0.05−0.05−0.04 ± 0.02 0.20+0.07−0.05 0.23+0.08−0.06 0.29+0.07−0.06 [14]
Br(B− → η′l−ν¯l)(10−4) 0.16 0.20+0.06−0.04 ± 0.04 ± 0.02 0.16+0.06−0.05 0.17+0.06−0.05 0.21 ± 0.04 [9] 0.23 ± 0.08
Br(B− → η′τ−ν¯τ )(10−4) 0.08 0.10+0.03−0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.01 0.08+0.03−0.02 0.09+0.03−0.02 0.13+0.03−0.02 [14]
Br(B¯0 → ηl+l−)(10−8) 0.39 0.48+0.14+0.10+0.05−0.10−0.09−0.04 0.39+0.14−0.11 0.45+0.17−0.13 0.6 [12]
Br(B¯0 → ητ+τ−)(10−9) 0.83 0.98+0.28+0.19+0.08−0.20−0.18−0.06 0.80+0.28−0.22 0.92+0.33−0.26 1.1± 0.1 [15]
Br(B¯0 → ηνν¯)(10−9) 0.31 0.38+0.11+0.08+0.03−0.08−0.07−0.03 0.31+0.11−0.09 0.36+0.13−0.11
Br(B¯0 → η′l+l−)(10−8) 0.18 0.24+0.07+0.05−0.05−0.04 ± 0.02 0.19+0.07−0.05 0.20+0.08−0.06 0.3 [12]
Br(B¯0 → η′τ+τ−)(10−9) 0.21 0.25+0.07+0.05+0.02−0.05−0.04−0.01 0.20+0.07−0.05 0.21+0.08−0.06
Br(B¯0 → η′νν¯)(10−9) 0.14 0.18+0.05+0.04+0.02−0.04−0.03−0.02 0.14+0.05−0.04 0.16+0.06−0.05
Br(B¯0s → ηl+l−)(10−7) 1.68 2.07+0.65+0.57+0.10−0.51−0.50−0.09 2.59+1.09−0.90 2.20+0.93−0.77 2.4[13, 16];
Br(B¯0s → ητ+τ−)(10−7) 0.39 0.45+0.15+0.13−0.11−0.11 ± 0.02 0.56+0.25−0.21 0.48+0.21−0.18 0.34[15]
Br(B¯0s → ηνν¯)(10−6) 1.33 1.62+0.54+0.45+0.11−0.38−0.39−0.10 2.03+0.89−0.69 1.72+0.76−0.59 1.4[16]
Br(B¯0s → η′l+l−)(10−7) 1.77 2.18+0.73+0.61−0.52−0.53 ± 0.15 1.45+0.64−0.50 1.92+0.85−0.67 1.8[13]
Br(B¯0s → η′τ+τ−)(10−7) 0.23 0.27+0.09−0.07 ± 0.07 ± 0.01 0.18+0.07−0.06 0.24+0.10−0.09 0.28[16]
Br(B¯0s → η′νν¯)(10−6) 1.39 1.71+0.57+0.47−0.41−0.42 ± 0.12 1.14+0.47−0.40 1.50+0.62−0.53 1.3 [16]
• For all the considered decays, the inclusion of the NLO contribution to the B(s) →
ηq,s transition form factors provide about 25% enhancement to the branching ratios.
The pQCD predictions for the B− → η(′)l−ν¯l decay rates then become well consistent
with the measured values and other known theoretical predictions [9, 11].
• For all neutral current processes, the NLO pQCD predictions basically agree with
other known theoretical predictions [12–15].
• Because of Br(B¯0s → η(′)νν¯) ≈ 1.7 × 10−6, these decays may be observed at the
LHCb. Other neutral decay modes with the decay rates at 10−7 − 10−9 level may
be very hard, if not impossible, to measure.
In the η-η′-G mixing scheme the physical states η, η′ and G are related to the flavor
states ηq, ηs and ηg through the mixing matrix U(θ, φ, φG) [25]. The B/Bs → ηg transition
form factors are two orders of magnitude smaller than the B/Bs → ηq, ηs ones as indicated
in Table I, so the former contributions to the B/Bs → η, η′, G decays can be neglected
safely. In Table II we also list the NLO pQCD predictions for the branching ratios in
the η-η′-G mixing scheme with two sets of mixing angles (φ, φG): Set-A with (φ, φG) =
(43.7◦, 33◦) [19], and Set-B with (φ, φG) = (40
◦, 22◦) [25]. The theoretical errors from the
uncertainties of ωB, ωBs, fB, fBs, and the Gegenbauer moments are added in quadrature.
The pQCD predictions for the B(s) → G(ll, lν, νν¯) branching ratios in the η-η′-G mixing
scheme are listed in Table III. One can see from Tables II and III that:
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TABLE III. pQCD predictions for the B− → Gl−ν¯l(τ−ν¯τ ) and B¯0(s) → Gl+l−(τ+τ−, νν¯) branch-
ing ratios in the η-η′-G mixing scheme for φG = 33◦ or 22◦.
Decay modes φG = 33
◦ φG = 22◦
Br(B− → Gl−ν¯l)(10−5) 0.64+0.23−0.22 0.30+0.11−0.10
Br(B− → Gτ−ν¯τ )(10−5) 0.25+0.09−0.08 0.12 ± 0.04
Br(B¯0 → Gl+l−)(10−9) 0.76+0.28l−0.23 0.36+0.13−0.11
Br(B¯0 → Gτ+τ−)(10−10) 0.18+0.07−0.05 0.08+0.03−0.02
Br(B¯0 → Gνν¯)(10−9) 5.89+2.16−1.74 2.79+1.02−0.82
Br(B¯0s → Gl+l−)(10−7) 0.24+0.11−0.09 0.11+0.05−0.04
Br(B¯0s → Gτ+τ−)(10−9) 0.88+0.38−0.30 0.42+0.18−0.14
Br(B¯0s → Gνν¯)(10−7) 1.85+0.82−0.65 0.88+0.39−0.31
• The pQCD predictions in the two-state mixing schemes, and in the three-state
mixing scheme with the two sets of mixing angles, are all similar within theoretical
errors.
• The pQCD predictions for Br(B− → Gl−ν¯l) and Br(B¯0(s) → Gl+l−) are about two
orders of magnitude smaller than those of the corresponding B/Bs → η(′) transitions
as expected.
In summary, we have studied the semileptonic decays B/Bs → (η, η′, G)(l+l−, lν¯, νν¯)
in this work by employing the pQCD factorization approach beyond LO. Based on the
numerical calculations and the phenomenological analysis, the following points have been
observed:
(i) The NLO contributions can provide 25% enhancement to the LO pQCD predictions
for Br(B− → η(′)l−ν¯l), leading to a good agreement between the pQCD predictions
and the data.
(ii) For all the considered decays, the pQCD results are basically consistent with those
from other different theoretical models.
(iii) The pQCD predictions in the two considered meson mixing schemes agree well with
each other within theoretical errors.
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